SUNTEX DUMP AT LIBERTY STATE PARK
To: Ron TenEyck, Senior VP, Suntex Marinas
From Thomas Zalewski <tomski71@yahoo.com>
6/3/2018
Mr. TenEyck:
In April, I wrote a letter to nj.com about privately owned eyesores that are adjacent to, or within Liberty State Park.
In that letter I described the Liberty Landing Marina boat storage yard as a “nautical junkyard.”
In a subsequent letter to nj.com, you responded with the following statements:
“...we take issue with the term junkyard.”
“...understanding the concerns from some residents over the years, Suntex has tried more than once to place a
fence around the yard, but the request was denied.”
“If state and local officials and local residents believe a fence would add to the area's aesthetics, Suntex is
happy to put one up, a position we have held for many years.”
“Since purchasing the marina in 2010, Suntex has strived to be a good neighbor and we continue to do our best
to make the marina a welcoming place for boaters and other visitors…”
Below are 7 retrospective photos of the western area of your boat yard, along the Phillip St. sidewalk north of
Audrey Zapp Drive. The first 2 photos are from Google. The other 5, taken by me, illustrate the current
condition along the same public sidewalk.

Exactly what term would you use to describe what you created here? I’d call it a dump. There’s no better word to
describe it. Clearly you did not inherit this dump when Suntex purchased Liberty Landing in 2010, as evident in the
June 2011 photo. This dump was created by Suntex, entirely under your watch as general manager of the marina.
You seem to think the answer to this dump is a fence, and you blame the DEP for not allowing you to put one up.
That is laughable. The solution to a dump is not to put a fence around it, the answer is to get rid of the dump.
Your dump, which has been growing for 8 years, indicates a blatant lack of respect for local residents and the
millions of park visitors who pass by your dumpsite every year. It shows a clear lack of respect for the LSP property
that you’re leasing from the state. This blighted area is not only an eyesore, its close proximity to a public sidewalk
makes it a hazard. A child could easily get injured by using your dump as a playground.
You don’t seem to appreciate the fact that it’s a privilege to lease state park land, and that leased property should be
maintained in the same good condition as you found it, i.e., as it appeared in the June 2011 photo. Yet you make
public statements asserting that you are “striving to be a good neighbor,” and “doing your best to make the marina
a welcoming place.”
Below is a screen shot from the “Core Values” section of the Suntex website.
Ironically, a photo of Liberty Landing Marina represents the Suntex core value entitled “MAKE IT RIGHT,” which
reads, “We act with integrity, especially when no one is looking.”

In a recent interview regarding the DEP’s rejection of your proposed south side marina, you stated:
"While Suntex is disappointed in the state's decision, Suntex will work with the state to provide the services and
amenities that will make Liberty State Park more enjoyable for the residents and visitors to the park."
I would suggest that if you honestly want to “make Liberty State Park more enjoyable for the residents and
visitors,” a good start would be to immediately remove the dump you created along Phillip Street. Show some
respect for the residents and visitors who pass by that eyesore every day of the year o n their way into the park.
Respect the LSP property that you’re leasing from the state by restoring that area to the way you found it, as
shown in the 2011 photo, including the trees that were killed since then. To put it simply Mr. TenEyck, just
MAKE IT RIGHT, because many people ARE looking.
Best regardsThomas Zalewski
Independent advocate for LSP

ADDENDUM:
Though this letter has focused on the dump along Phillip St., signs of neglect are obvious throughout the marina.
One example is shown below.

For a marina that’s less than 19 years old, it appears as though it’s been there since the 1950’s. I hope your core
values will soon guide you toward the necessary routine maintenance.
I also hope that Suntex and the NJDEP can work out an aesthetically acceptable solution to your huge dirt storage
lot, which does NOT involve paving it over with asphalt. Perhaps a nice pebble stone hardscape would be more
appropriate within a state park. And as you know, quite a few marinas in this region do not have boat storage yards,
only docks and slips. If the DEP ever decides to eliminate the storage yard feature at Liberty Landing, a huge asphalt
lot would be much more difficult and costly to reverse.

